Abstract-Machine-to-Machine (M2M) systems are based on networks of sensors and actuators immersed in the physical world, like in Smart Cities. To manage such networks, classical socalled vertical approaches (where one stakeholder is involved from services to sensors) are very expensive. Thus, a growing trend emerges for horizontal architectures, where several stakeholders collaborate within the same infrastructure. Moreover, the growing number of connected devices raises the key issue of properly controlling and adapting capabilities so that human intervention is minimized. Based on a Multi-Agent Oriented Programming approach, the Adaptive Governance MAS for M2M systems (AGaMeMnon) system installs such capabilities by combining self-organization and reorganization mechanisms. This will be the focus of this paper. AGaMeMnon has been implemented and linked to the SensCity project middleware and evaluated experimentally by the means of simulations.
I. Introduction
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) refers to networks connecting together web application services and real-world sensors and actuators. Due to the devices' cheap cost, M2M is a key technology for Smart City scale deployments. However, deployment and human intervention costs remain expensive. As a consequence, there is a growing trend for mutualization in order to share the infrastructure deployment and maintenance cost. M2M infrastructures may be distinguished into vertical and horizontal infrastructures [1] . A vertical M2M infrastructure is fully managed by a single stakeholder while a horizontal one is mutualized between multiple stakeholders, each of them being specialized in its own domain. Horizontal M2M infrastructures seem to be a promising paradigm, though such an architecture raises the problem of an adapted governance process. Beside standardization efforts, such as the ETSI TC M2M [2] , facilitating interoperability between M2M stakeholders, we can identify two main challenges regarding horizontal M2M: heterogeneity of application requirements -several stakeholders (e.g. client applications) with different requirements in terms of resources to use and Quality of Service (QoS)-and device lifetime management -device heterogeneity and various client applications, with different QoS requirements make hard to control device lifetime. Such challenges can be considered as scalability management issues. In fact, an horizontal M2M infrastructure enables to deploy a large number of M2M devices providing data to a wide variety of applications. To support horizontal M2M infrastructures, a proper governance process taking into account these specific issues should be defined. Governance is the process to control resources usage and ensure that they sustain the enterprise's objectives [3] following a decision cycle that (i) defines resources usage according to business goals, (ii) measures such goals achievement, (iii) analyzes measured performances and (iv) refines business objectives in order to improve such performances and discover new opportunities.
Our objective is then to provide an adaptive governance framework for horizontal M2M infrastructures. To do so, we propose an M2M governance model defining how M2M stakeholders can coordinate their business strategies to be integrated into the same infrastructure and information processes. In addition to such a governance model, we need to define a technological support for embedding the M2M governance process. M2M governance should provide an efficient response to infrastructure's dynamics. Given the distributed, heterogeneous, constrained and large scale nature of M2M infrastructure, we will point out the interest of a decentralized and autonomic approach for adapting of the governance process, using both self-organization and reorganization techniques, into what we call a self-reorganization process. This process will be implemented by Multi-Agent System (MAS) technologies -more specifically Multi-Agent Oriented Programming (MAOP) [4] as a promising paradigm for capturing the different governance concerns since it provides the adequate levels of abstraction for an efficient M2M governance support, where each MAS dimension supports a governance level.
Section II presents an overview of M2M infrastructures and governance approaches, and expounds the multi-agent programming method upon which our contribution is built. Section III overviews the system we propose, AGaMeMnon, while Section IV details the multiple processes implemented to equip AGaMeMnon with self-reorganization capabilities. Section V evaluates our system using an illustrative smart parking scenario, before concluding in Section VI.
II. Background on M2M, Governance and Adaptation
This section presents the classical architecture and infrastructures used to deploy M2M systems, and reviews the different state-of-the-art approaches used to govern and adapt such systems.
A. M2M System Architecture and Deployment
Typically, M2M infrastructures (see Fig. 1 ) use a N-tier architecture to control the devices [5] : (i) applications send and receive messages to/from the devices via (ii) a web server which routes these messages to/from (iii) the gateway which in turn (iv) redirects them to/from the devices. Flexibility is the main benefit from the N-tier architecture. In fact, it allows to separate the application concerns from the device management ones. This architecture is divided into three domains: Device, Network and Application. The Device domain is composed of application-specific devices -i.e. sensors and actuators-but also repeaters used to broaden the Wireless Sensor and Actuator Network (WSAN) linked to a gateway. The gateway manages one or several WSANs: security and device authentication, but also quick reaction to messages sent by the devices. Gateways also links the Device domain with the Network domain. The Network domain is about routing messages between the Gateway and the M2M Core Platform, generally using a broadband technology: cellular, satellite, xDSL or PLC networks. The Core Platform consists of one or several server in charge of brokering and managing requests from applications and the communication with the devices. The Application domain is the part of the M2M infrastructure which runs the business logic. M2M applications send requests to the Core Platform to subscribe. These applications can provide ubiquitous services using the data collected from the sensors or using the users requests to act on the physical environment through actuators.
In the industry, the term vertical deployment refers to an M2M infrastructure where all the above parts are deployed for one application by a single stakeholder [1] ; but such vertical solutions is not flexible enough and is too expensive for large-scale deployment. Thanks to the N-tier architecture, the concerns can be shared between different stakeholders [2] . When such a deployment is fully shared between different stakeholders, we call it an horizontal deployment; while when the mutualization only concerns the network domain, we call it a multi-vertical deployment, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each of these styles have benefits and drawbacks. While the vertical deployment is dedicated to a single application, the owner has a better control on the infrastructure and strategic choice. But, it also increases the deployment and management costs. It is limited to small scale deployments and provides limited reuse between applications. On the contrary, the horizontal design allows to share the costs and responsibilities among several stakeholders. A better reuse of the infrastructure and M2M devices and data can be achieved. Nevertheless, it increases the complexity of the infrastructure management. In fact, the stakeholders must find a common agreement about the use of the resources, the access to the devices and data. Multi-vertical deployments keeps the same characteristics than simple vertical ones, except that the cost of the infrastructure is shared. As a consequence, there is a growing need and interest for M2M infrastructures that provide an horizontal integration and sharing of devices between the stakeholders that would be responsible for the different parts of the M2M system (i.e. electricity meters, collection network, applicationspecific servers). Thus, if other Smart City applications are deployed they can benefit from the network infrastructures and WSAN devices already set up.
B. Governance Principles for M2M Systems
Let's turn now to the structuring of the governance cycle that might be deployed in such infrastructures. This cycle can be matched with the CobiT governance [6] and IBM's SOA governance [3] frameworks.
The Governance Strategy refers to the definition of the global objectives of the system and the means to achieve them. It specifies the functional and non-functional requirements and captures the classical IT Goals Definition (CobiT) or Governance Requirements Planning (SOA) governance steps. There exist several initiatives to technically specify such requirements in M2M systems. For horizontal requirements, European Telecommunications Standards Institute Technical Committee on M2M (ETSI TC M2M) proposes a complete functional architecture [2] , while Service Level Agreement (SLA)-based approaches are common for vertical requirements [7] . The Governance Tactic applies the Governance Strategy by the means of intermediate goals and processes. It corresponds to the Process Goals Definition (CobiT) or the Governance Approach Definition (SOA) steps. The Governance Policy is the governance enabler which monitors the system and applies the decided adaptations on its infrastructure. It corresponds to the Activity Goals Definition (CobiT) or the Governance Model Enabling (SOA) steps and manages the resource usage. For the policy specification, one can use device management recommendations or protocols [8] , [9] and platform's device abstraction [10] . Finally, transverse to these layers, the Governance Adaptation is the process through which the governance performance is measured and evaluated in order to improve and refine it. It corresponds to the Governance Measurement and Realignment (CobiT) or the Governance Measurement and Refinement (SOA) steps. As a matter of fact, numerous efforts exist on the strategy and policy levels, while tactic and adaptation have no standard for specification in M2M systems.
The opened, distributed, horizontal and large-scale nature of M2M system requires a flexible and reactive governance. Therefore, we defend that governance adaptation should be embedded in an autonomic adaptation loop combining the strategic, tactic and policy levels of control.
C. Control and Adaptation in M2M Systems
Self-adaptation of a system can be considered as a control cycle which (1) monitors the state of the system and (2) tunes some of its parameters in order to make it work better. Such cycle can be implemented either endogenously or exogenously.
Endogenous adaptation approaches embed adaptive algorithms directly within the system's components (e.g. the devices, the middleware, the applications). Some are applied to ad-hoc network or service management, and suit M2M requirements. They are based on stochastic/probabilistic [9] , [11] , [12] , swarm intelligence [13] , or clustering algorithms [14] . Many advantages can be noticed considering these systems: fast reactivity to environmental dynamics and to failures due to local adaptation behavior; no/little central management to keep the system operational as it is not necessary to maintain a global state representation, thus reducing the management overhead; this decentralization also provides good scalability properties. Nonetheless, such an approach suffers several drawbacks, like: lack of controllability as the predictability of the behavior decrease while the scale increase; software development issues (where to run which part of the system? how to distribute the data? how to test the system?); the interference of such multiple cross-mechanisms can lead to unforeseen effects; and the global accuracy of the system may suffer from too much adaptation as reasoning about the system and modifying its structure and objectives have a non-negligible cost. Regarding governance, the main issue is that endogenous approaches mix the business logic and the adaptation logic, which results in a non-negligible overhead to be supported by the infrastructure and makes the governance concerns less expressive and spread over the governance processes at runtime.
Exogenous control systems allow for a clearer separation of concerns and a higher abstraction level. Following a requirement-based control loop, several approaches to adaptation have been developed, providing management middlewares [15] , [16] , following autonomic computing [17] - [19] or multiagent [20] - [22] principles. These solutions clearly separate business logic processes and the governance processes. In addition, the governance overhead cost can be externalized (i.e. distributed across external platforms) more easily. While such an externalization of the adaptation is less reactive, due to the latency of the sensors and actuators, the governance system can manipulate endogenous adaptive rules making the legacy system more-or-less reactive and adaptive. In the mean time, it can monitor and control the efficacy of the embedded algorithms and tune them or replace them. As a consequence, an exogenous control seems more appropriated to a governance system.
D. Multi-Agent Oriented Programming for M2M Governance
MAS are decentralized software capable of coordination and adaptation. Agents are decision making programs that automatically reason about both the system -like autonomic manager programs-and the governance policies. MAS have been used in many fields of computer engineering such as middleware, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Internet of Things (IoT), for managing open, dynamic and constrained systems. More particularly, Multi-Agent Oriented Programming is a concrete approach to develop multi-agent systems [4] . In previous works, we have proposed a MAOP-based architecture for M2M systems [23] . We do not detail here this architecture but only present how to map governance levels and processes into MAOP dimensions, which are: organization, agent, interaction and environment.
Organization dimension deals with the collective behavior of the system through cooperation, coordination and regulation mechanisms. The key concepts used to define an organization are goals and plans (defining objectives, sub-objectives and schemes to achieve objectives), roles and groups (defining the functions and the structures in the organization), norms (specifying requirements the system and assigning goals to roles) [24] . Since, the organization dimension specifies functional (e.g. goals and plans) and non-functional (e.g. deadlines for goals) requirements, it perfectly fits the strategy level.
Agent dimension is the active part of the MAS, composed of several agents which involve reactive and proactive decision processes. Each agent focuses on a part of the system only. A collective behavior is then expressed by the interactions between the agents with each others and with the environment. Several specification languages have been proposed to specify requirements as to control agent decisions [25] , [26] . The agent dimension maps to the tactic level of the governance, where agents can interpret organizational specification as to derive the strategy at local level.
Environment dimension is a domain dependent first-class abstraction in which the agents are situated [27] . The environment represents resources which can be shared between the agents. Agents use sensors and actuators to monitor and act on the environment. The environment can be used as a communication channel for the agent, like in stigmergic approaches where agents do not communicate directly with each other, and a rich abstraction of external business entities. The environment is a suitable abstraction for representing the policy level in charge of monitoring resources and adapting the infrastructure.
Interaction dimension is a particular dimension of the MAS: agents interact with the environment to act and sense it, with other agents and with the organization. Objects and artifacts of the environment also interact with each other and so do the different parts of the organization. Interaction can be consider as a transverse dimension along the others, which is not directly mapped to a governance level.
Finally several techniques found in the literature about the adaptation of multi-agent systems can be applied [28] to implement governance adaptation process. We can class these approaches into two categories: reorganization (i.e. agents reason about and change the organization which is explicitly conceptualized and instantiated in the system) and selforganization (where agents only change local relations and parameters, which imply global changes in the system by propagation or diffusion mechanisms). We call self-reorganization the combination of both techniques we use in this paper (see Section IV). As far as we know, there is no approach to design self-adaptive governance systems in the literature, explicitly combining both top-down (organizational specification) and bottom-up (self-adaptation) dynamics. [29] propose to design self-organizing institutions where agents join and leave groups and make them evolve using collective decision procedure like voting. However, in our work, adaptation is installed within a specific multi-layered framework that easily maps to both governance and deployment concerns, thanks to the MAOP approach and the dedicated programming framework (JaCaMo), as we will see in the next section.
III. Governance Levels in AGaMeMnon
AGaMeMnon is a M2M governance middleware which provides the adequate levels of abstraction for an efficient M2M governance support, it represents (i) the governance strategy as an organization, (ii) the governance tactic as a agent plans, (iii) governance policies within environment artifacts. It performs governance adaptation through self-reorganization. An initial architecture of AGaMeMnon has been proposed in [23] and is further extended here to provide concrete links to the M2M infrastructure and self-adaptation capabilities. AGaMeMnon has been fully developed using JaCaMo [4] , an MAOP-compliant framework and plugged to an existing M2M infrastructure, SensCity 1 at Orange Labs, by wrapping the services and components of the M2M infrastructure into environment artifacts. This section overviews the three governance levels as implemented in AGaMeMnon as shown in Fig. 3 , while next section will focus on the adaptation processes.
A. Organization-based M2M Governance Strategy
The organization defines the global objectives of the MAS; that is, the expected behavior of the M2M infrastructure. Such an Organizational Specification (OS) can be understood and used by the agents to govern the M2M infrastructure. Agents can reason about organization to choose whether to follow it or not and then to adapt it to their perceived situation. Horizontal and vertical organizations are defined. Such a clear separation reduces the complexity, declaration and adaptation of each one. Each organization defines roles, i.e. capabilities in the M2M infrastructure to govern and social schemes, i.e. functionalities structured into goal trees to achieve. When committing to such roles, the agents hold the responsibility for following the goals specified in the social scheme. Binding horizontal and vertical organizations is realized through agents playing roles in both kinds of organizations.
The horizontal strategy is defined as an OS from the ETSI TC M2M standard recommendations [2] . Roles are defined from the capabilities supporting the M2M infrastructure -e.g. route messages, secure communication, store history data, authenticate applications, etc. [30, Appendix A]. Missions define the functionalities that have to be done when playing a role in the organization -e.g. expose services to M2M applications, register applications, route data between applications, record data changes. This horizontal strategy enables interoperability between independent M2M entities deployed by different stakeholders. On top of it, vertical M2M organizations define vertical strategies from each stakeholder. They are issued from existing M2M SLA [31] , which specifies (i) the M2M entities involved, (ii) the type of M2M services -e.g. Data Collection or Command Sending-and (iii) a set of QoS parameters. Such a contract is then turned into an OS (with norms stating QoS requirements), so that the agents can understand and analyze it.
1 http://www.senscity-grenoble.com Multi-Agent Oriented Programming approach for M2M Governance: (i) the organization dimension composed of vertical and horizontal organizations that specify the strategy; (ii) the agent dimension composed of various agents that implement the tactics; and (iii) the environment dimension composed of governance artifacts that encapsulate policies.
As the OS is split into several organizations, we need to provide a means for coordinating such an horizontal/vertical requirement binding. We define an horizontal scheme that commits agents in the horizontal organization to the vertical ones. Such a scheme corresponds to the insertion of a new SLA proposal. Agents playing horizontal roles must (i) recruit agents for being responsible of one of the M2M entities involved in the vertical contract, (ii) make it adopt the corresponding vertical roles if it evaluates the SLA as feasible, and then (iii) configure the M2M infrastructure accordingly to deploy the SLA. With such a scheme, we can bind some of the vertical requirements with the horizontal ones.
B. Agent-based Governance Tactic
Agents are the decision-making entities of AGaMeMnon. Each agent governs at most one M2M entity (a client application, a core platform server, or a gateway of a group of devices) of the infrastructure. They adopt one or several roles in the organization corresponding to the part of the governance for which they assume responsibility of. Agents fulfill two governance objectives. On the one hand, they enact the governance and manage the M2M infrastructure by interpreting the organizations, adopting roles and goals and by choosing the corresponding actions to perform. Doing so, the agents bind the horizontal and vertical functionalities through their role commitments. On the other hand, they refine and adapt both the horizontal and the vertical governance. That is, the agents detect objectives that are impossible to fulfill or ways to achieve them more efficiently. Therefore the governance tactic process is based on our governance definition: agents try to enforce the satisfaction of all the requirements. When it is impossible to satisfy all the requirements, they try to determine an acceptable trade-off to make the whole M2M infrastructure effective. Such an agent reasoning cycle is led by adaptation concerns. It can be divided into three parts: (i) governance enactment, (ii) vertical reorganization and (iii) horizontal selforganization (see Section IV).
This behavior is specialized to take into account the M2M stakeholders' interests, by defining three types of governance agents -namely application, device and infrastructure agentswhich focus on each stakeholders point of view. Each type of agent is involved in both the horizontal and the vertical governance, and so, they commit to roles in the different organizations. This allows the agents to bind the horizontal and the vertical requirements by the means of roles. Application agents represent the client M2M application point of view. That is, they govern the M2M infrastructure with respect to the application objectives. Hence, an application agent tries to maximize the utility of M2M devices the application subscribed to, whilst minimizing the cost induced by the subscriptions and the contract violation. Device agents represent the M2M device group point of view. That is they govern the M2M infrastructure regarding the M2M devices objectives: to maximize the number of client applications it provides, whilst maximizing the M2M devices lifetime. Infrastructure agents represent the M2M Telecommunication Operator (Telco) infrastructure point of view. That is they govern the M2M infrastructure regarding the Telco objectives: to ensure the end-to-end transmission of M2M messages, whilst minimizing the infrastructure cost (e.g. the number of deployed virtual machines and servers).
C. Artifact-based Governance Policy
Artifacts in AGaMeMnon provide the means to make the governance effective on the M2M infrastructure. Governance artifacts provide an abstraction of the governed M2M entities. The architecture of these artifacts is shown in Fig. 4 . Such an artifact monitors an M2M entity using infrastructure perception modules. Based on such percepts, it notifies the agents about the current state of the M2M infrastructure through governance properties, for performance statistics, and events, for critical states requiring a quick governance decision. The agents can then control the M2M entity using governance operations. Such operations can trigger actions directly on the M2M infrastructure by the means of infrastructure controllers. However governance operations can perform more complex governance processes, such as set up and tuning of the monitoring components or the governance policies. Governance artifacts embed governance policies which allow for an automatic governance control loop. A governance policy is a set of simple rules, stating how to act on the M2M infrastructure when some events happen. We have defined three types of governance artifacts, the Application, the Device and the Infrastructure artifacts. Each type of artifact provides specific governance perception, events, properties, operations, controllers and policies to address the different M2M entities' governance concerns.
A governance policy defines a parametric reactive regulation behavior that enacts a fast control loop on the M2M infrastructure. We specify such a governance policy by the means of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. An ECA rule defines actions to perform when an event occurs depending on a certain condition. Hence a governance policy can be defined as a set of ECA rules stating how to react to unwanted behaviors in order to enforce the requirements' fulfillment. More details on the policy syntax is given in [30] . So, modifying the infrastructure can be done either by agents directly acting on it using artifact, or as programmed (initially or by agent at runtime) reaction embedded into artifacts themselves.
IV. Self-reorganization in AGaMeMnon
This section details how self-adaptation is installed in the AGaMeMnon system described in the previous section. As stated in Section II-B, the adaptation of the system will result in a refinement of the governance system. This is a process consisting of a performance evaluation-improvement loopthrough, the organization, the agent and the artifacts. Based on this performance evaluation (e.g. delay to receive data from sensors), the multi-agent system adapts the governance to improve its functioning. One originality of AGaMeMnon is to combine self-organization and reorganization (so called self-reorganization) techniques to implement self-adaptation.
A. Adaptation Behavior
The agents are responsible for controlling the governance adaptation process and monitoring the behavior of the system using metrics associated with the SLA contracted with thirdparty applications, and the global behavior of the system. For example, if a third-party application has requested the supply of sensors data with a specified time, the agent will be notified if the actual time is away from the one defined in the SLA. These adaptation behaviors are encoded as plans (tactics) followed by agents to regulate the system. Each type of agent has its own plans. Once a problem is detected, the agents will mainly perform load balancing through the re-allocation of roles (the least involved agents are primarily assigned to vacant roles), the creation/destruction of agents, or the setting of equipments, using regulatory policies implemented in governance artifacts. These policies will impact the environment (e.g. device parameters) and/or the organization (e.g. changing roles, changing the standards corresponding to the SLA). Each agent type (device, application, infrastructure) specializes this behavior with specific tactics depending on its own objectives (see Section III-B).
B. Governance Enactment
Governance enactment is represented by the down arrows on the left side of Fig. 3 , from organization to environment though the agent dimension. It is triggered when the system receives new strategic objectives (at the initialization, or at runtime), or when new SLAs are received following a new service subscription from an application.
Agents configure the M2M infrastructure, so that it respects the strategy requirements. If needed, such requirements are enforced by M2M infrastructure regulation, which consists in a modification of the infrastructure nominal functioning so that it can reach better performances. The different types of agents (application, device, infrastructure) adopt different types of roles (horizontal capabilities or vertical duties) in the organizations (see Section III-A), therefore, the parts of the M2M system to monitor and control will differ from one to an other. Likewise, they will not manage the same parts of the SLA. This runtime role allocation represents an enactment process (down arrow from organization to agents, in Fig. 3 ).
To avoid perpetual adaptations and ensure some stability, a tolerance threshold is defined beneath which requirements failures will be tolerated by the agents. When the number of failures overpass such a tolerance threshold, agents trigger a regulation plan. Depending on the nature of the type of the failure and the concerned resource, agents determine the regulation policy to use for handling the failures. Such a regulation can be implemented by either a scale-up, a scale-out or a scale-down tactic [32] , [33] , implemented by governance artifacts (down arrow from agents to environment, in Fig. 3) .
Scaling up the infrastructure consists in a logical adaptation of the M2M infrastructure's behavior. As, the cost for such an adaptation is less important than infrastructure deployments, it is prioritized beside the scale-out tactic. This can be done through simple regulation actions: (i) routing (define an alternative route or routing algorithm at the WSAN level); (ii) threshold (define a threshold limit over which a component will reject all the requests); (iii) enforce (enforce a policy parameter so that the M2M infrastructure complies more with the requirements); (iv) relax (relax a policy parameter to save resources); (v) resilience (provide alternatives to a failing component of the M2M infrastructure). Such actions are implemented by the means of governance artifacts (see Section III-C).
Scaling out the M2M infrastructure consists in adding more resources to satisfy the strategy requirements while handling an increased traffic. Such a deployment can be performed either by the agents directly -e.g. new platform using a pool of virtual servers-or may involve an human intervention -e.g. new M2M gateways or WSAN repeaters in the real world. In the latter case, the agents should be able to communicate such a recommendation to the human administrators. The scale-out tactic is performed using together deploy and load balance actions among the duplicated components. Load balancing is performed using scale-up actions enforce and relax threshold values for each component.
Scaling down tactics consists in reducing the governance overhead over the M2M infrastructure, by decreasing the size of the M2M infrastructure and the governance overhead. On the one hand, agents evaluate the M2M components workload. When useless components are detected, the agents' scale-down tactic shuts them down to save resources. This is particularly important towards scale-out regulation in order to reduce the financial cost induced by the additional components. On the other hand, a scale-down tactic is used to limit the overhead cost induced by the governance system itself. That is, regulation policies previously set up are observed by the agents to determine their utility. When a policy is considered as useless -i.e. it is rarely activated-the agents deactivate it.
Regulation might require a reorganization of the governance MAS. In fact, when scale-up regulation fails, this can be due to a misfit SLA that is not satisfiable. So, agents should redefine the SLA through a vertical reorganization, corresponding to a vertical governance reorganization (see Section IV-C). Moreover, scaling out the infrastructure requires more agents to insure the horizontal governance. Thus, an horizontal self-organization is triggered, corresponding to an horizontal governance refinement (see Section IV-D).
C. Adaptation by Vertical Reorganization
This adaptation process is represented by the up arrows on the right side of Fig. 3 , from environment to organization through the agent dimension. It adapts the vertical strategy to manage the evolution of the vertical contracts. This process is initiated in two cases: (a) when a new vertical contract is introduced in the M2M infrastructure by the stakeholders, and (b) when the infrastructure is incapable to meet an SLA and the governance regulation fails. In both cases, the governance agents, receiving notification of change from governance artifacts (up arrow from environment to agents in Fig. 3) have to pass through a reorganization process in order to evaluate and validate the corresponding SLA. Such a reorganization addresses directly the specifications of the contract -it is an OS reorganization where the agents reason about the goals attributes-implementing the following process.
(1) A Call For Participation message is sent to the governance agents. Then, each agent evaluates its individual availability -i.e. its individual workload. The agents which participate in this process stop their governance regulation to focus on the reorganization. If the reorganization addresses one of its commitments (i.e. an existing vertical organization), the agent directly participates in the reorganization. If no agent of a kind replies to the Call for Participation, an horizontal self-organization is triggered in order to deploy a new agent, so that it can participate in the SLA validation.
(2) When an agent of each type is found, they evaluate the feasibility of the proposed SLA. To do so, each type of agent only evaluates parts of the SLA from its fields of expertise. It checks the feasibility of the proposed SLA with respect to the M2M infrastructure workload.
(3) If an agent considers its part of the SLA to be impossible, it tries to find a bearable compromise. If it finds one, it proposes it to the other agents, which in turn evaluate it (Step 2). If no compromise is found, the SLA is rejected, and the vertical reorganization is stopped.
(4) When all the SLA are validated by the governance agents, they deploy it on the M2M infrastructure. This step consists of (i) creating an instance of a vertical organization corresponding to the validated SLA, (ii) committing to the different roles corresponding to the parts of the SLA the agents have taken the responsibility of, (iii) starting the different functional schemes, and (iv) configuring the M2M infrastructure with respect to the agreed SLA.
D. Adaptation by Horizontal Self-Organization
The horizontal self-organization process (represented by the arrow between agents in Fig. 3 ) consists in adapting of the horizontal strategy, that is, to manage the evolution of the whole governance MAS without explicitly manipulating the organization dimension. Hence, the horizontal adaptation addresses the way the agents will coordinate together to apply the horizontal OS. That is how, the number of agents will evolve and how they will share common goals to govern correctly the M2M infrastructure. As such an horizontal selforganization does not address strategy adaptation but the tactic adaptation, we choose not to use an explicit organization but an implicit one: coalitions. A coalition groups a set of agents, directed by a coordinator agent, that share a common goal. The coordinator agent is responsible for initiating the coalition, adding/removing agents in the coalition, coordinating the coalition and terminating the coalition. Such a coalition distributes the common goal's sub-goals among the agents which, in turn, can create a lower-level coalition.
When an agent is overloaded, it determines the level of governance that caused a problem. Then, it splits its horizontal commitments, its vertical commitments or the governance of a specific SLA to delegate them to other agents in a dedicated coalition. Thus, it can focus more on specific requirements that need more attention. In addition, in order to limit the agents' load, we distribute the governance of the different parts of the M2M infrastructure. Each external M2M entity -i.e. each application and each group of devices-is governed by a different agent, respectively an application agent and a device agent. And each part of the internal infrastructure -i.e. each core platform, each gateway-will also be governed by a different infrastructure agent. Thus, deployment (or departure) of a new part of the M2M infrastructure triggers an horizontal self-organization to deploy (respectively, terminate) the corresponding type of agents.
In order to ensure the agents to correctly govern the M2M infrastructure, we limit the governance load for each agent. Scaling-out consists in deploying new agents within the actual coalition or initiating a new sub-level coalition. Scaling-down consists in terminating agents in the coalition or a coalition itself. Hence, we define an heuristic that allow the agents to decide whether to scale-out or scale-down the governance organization, based on their own workload.
While duplicating governance agents, several agents share the same goals, and so, they need to coordinate. Hence, they can distribute among themselves the commitment to different goals and the different vertical roles. That is, each agent will focus on a particular task, and ask the others to achieve its other goals. To do so, we use a greedy algorithm to determine the less loaded agent that should commit to the goal: when an agent share a role with others, it delays its commitment during a time T delay = TC − TC × ML−EW ML , inversely proportional to its workload, where TC is the time to commit, ML is the agent's individual maximum limit, EW is the expected agent's workload if it commits to the goal. Hence, T delay will tend to TC as much as EW is close to ML, and so the agent will wait longer before committing. If EW > ML, the agent will never commit before the deadline. Finally, the agent with the greatest ML − EW difference -i.e. the most free agent-will commit first. When no agent commit to the mission or the role, that means all the agents are overloaded, and so, a new agent should be created. To do so, we consider the first agent created of its type as the coordinator agent for the agent duplication.
V. AGaMeMnon Evaluation
Here, we first introduce the use case scenario and the experimentation protocol. In Section V-B, we show a vertical SLA refinement initiated by the client application's needs. Then, we describe how devices' constraints can be taken into account to regulate the M2M infrastructure and to adapt the vertical SLA, in Section V-C.
A. Illustrative Scenario
We consider a smart parking activity monitored by sensors which increases and decreases depending on the time period, where the parking sensors can be reconfigured at run-time. Hence, different Non Functional Requirement (NFR) can be defined and deployed at run-time. And so, the data collection requirements can be adapted to the end-user demand, by the client application, but also to the devices' constraints.
The simulation models the parking places dynamics based on a synthetic and simple car driver behavior: a peak hour is defined given the parking location -i.e. "business" or "residential" area-during which many places left or occupied, and few changes occurs during the rest of the day. This synthetic occupation behavior is determined though the probability for a parking place to switch its status -from occupied to free and vice versa-at each simulation step. This probability changes with the hour of the day: 20% during peak hour, and 1% during the low car activity period. Parking sensors are able to sense parking place occupation, and can be configured to report each parking status modification (ON EVENT mode), or to report such a status regularly (NOTIF mode) given a frequency parameter. Such sensors are grouped together according to the type of area they are located in. A client application subscribes to each parking sensor groups to collect the whole parking places state. We compare five different client application SLA profiles, each one using a different requirement specification. The ON EVENT SLA profile corresponds to a subscription to each event notification, the NOTIF(30), NOTIF(60) and NOTIF(120) SLA profiles correspond periodic state notifications, with different frequencies, and the ADAPTIVE SLA profile adapts its subscriptions requirements to the drivers' demand (ON EVENT notifications during peak hours, NOTIF(120) notifications otherwise).
Performance of each SLA profile is evaluated along two metrics: (a) information accuracy refers to the accuracy of information about the parking places the application has, with respect to the real state of the corresponding places ; (b) device lifetime is a key issue regarding urban M2M infrastructure, so we measure battery state for all devices along the simulation once a day. To produce such measurements, we run our simulation with two groups of 10,000 devices each. Events are uniformly spread over time, depending on the event frequency of area (business or residential) Each run last the equivalent 6 years, that is the worst device lifetime -i.e. ON EVENT profile. The time unit used in our simulator is a minute per cycle. 
B. Application Vertical Refinement
In this experiment, governance is involved to validate the SLA proposition and deploy the corresponding infrastructure configuration. Two governance processes are demonstrated: adaptation to M2M entities registration, and SLA validation and deployment. When a client application or M2M devices register to the core platform, the governance bridge notifies the corresponding artifact -respectively, the application and device artifacts-which, in turn, notifies the governance agents. Finally, dedicated governance agents are instantiated to govern the registered M2M entities. When a client application requests a subscription to a group of devices, with an SLA proposal corresponding to its profile, the governance bridge deployed on the core platform intercepts the request and redirects it to the governance layer via the application artifact, which sends a signal to the application agent responsible for this application. Such an agent instantiates a vertical organization with the SLA proposal and recruits the other governance agents to participate in the vertical governance. Each agent evaluates the SLA proposal feasibility and commits to the vertical organization if it validates it. Finally, when all the roles are committed to governance agents, the application agent starts the social scheme which makes the other agents configuring the M2M infrastructure accordingly. Fig. 5(a) presents the accuracy of collected information in a business area for every SLA profiles. We divide our analysis in two phases: high demand period (between 7 AM and 9 AM) and low demand period (before 7 AM and after 9 PM). Although, we can distinguish a third period -between 5 PM and 8 PM-when the ADAPTIVE profile performs worst. In fact, this third period corresponds to a peak hour when cars massively leave the business area to the residential one. Hence, we can consider the demand is low in this area, and so, such a bad performance is acceptable for the service provider. NOTIF(X) SLA profiles all show acceptable performance during low demand hours: from 78% for the lowest frequency notification profile -i.e. NOTIF(120)-to 97% for the highest frequency notification profile -i.e. NOTIF (10) . Nevertheless, accuracy drops down when environment dynamics get more important -from 52% to 61%, respectively-which corresponds to the high user demand period. As one could expect, the ON EVENT profile shows the best accuracy performance, as every change in the environment is directly notified to the application. Although, a 100% accuracy is not necessary when demand is low, that is the major part of the day, and consume much M2M resources, especially devices' battery, as we will see further. Finally, the ADAPTIVE profile gets reasonable results during low demand period: 73% average and a minimum of 64%. In addition, it is reactive to the user demand and gets an accuracy of 97% within 10 minutes. Fig. 5(b) shows the average battery consumption resulting from each SLA profile's requirements. Due to our simplified battery model, consumption is too linear to be realistic. For example, it does not take into account the battery worsening. Though, these results enable us to compare the different SLA profiles. Best device lifetimes are obtained with low frequency notification profiles, i.e. NOTIF(60) and NOTIF(120), which are greater than 19 and 36 years, respectively. Yet, the NOTIF(30) is still acceptable as it is greater than 10 years. Nevertheless, higher notification frequencies lead to a low device lifetime. The ON EVENT profile leads to a device lifetime of less than 6 years. Thus, it pays the price for its accuracy performance. Finally, the ADAPTIVE profile's consumption is similar to the NOTIF(30) one, although the device lifetime is a bit inferior to 10 years -i.e. 9.75 years. Hence, the ADAPTIVE profile offers an interesting trade-off between data collection performance and device lifetime.
Making explicit SLA declaration and governance management allows each stakeholder to keep control over its own requirements, which can come to trade-offs satisfying each one interests. In our scenario, the application owner stakeholder might seek for the following SLA profiles: (1) ON EVENT, (2) ADAPTIVE and (3) NOTIF(10), by order of preference. While the parking sensor provider might prefer NOTIF(X) profiles with a frequency above 1 message each 30 minutes, or the ADAPTIVE profile, to reduce the maintenance cost. Hence, the ADAPTIVE SLA profile offers the most satisfying trade-off between energy consumption and information accuracy.
C. Device Regulation and Vertical Refinement
In this experiment, governance is involved to improve devices' lifetime. Three governance processes are demonstrated: (i) dynamic vertical SLAs refinement, (ii) dynamic reconfiguration of the M2M infrastructure, and (iii) agents' scale-out/down strategies. In order to highlight the battery lifetime issue in this scenario, we take into account the battery degradation. That is, while time goes batteries' leakage will grow. Hence, an old battery will tend to consume more than a new one. In addition, we set 30% of the devices with extra leaking batteries, in order to simulate the heterogeneity of devices' battery consumption. As to handle such an issue, we define the governance as follows. When M2M devices' lifetime is detected to be critical (see next paragraph), the device governance bridge notifies the corresponding device artifacts, which alert the device agents. Agents decide to separate the critical devices from the others when the number of such devices is important enough to create a new device groupset by a CONSISTENCY parameter. If agents consider it worth creating a new device group, they use the artifact to generate such a group, called the "degraded device group", and starts the Device Lifetime Management policies to automatically migrate critical devices. To govern the new device group, a new device agent is created. Such an agent proposes a new SLA -with lower NFR parameters-to the application and infrastructure agents. When validated, the new SLA is deployed as a new subscription between the client application and the new device group. If a device group is too small -i.e. contains a number of devices inferior to the CONSISTENCY parameter-, the group should be merged with an other one in order to avoid the multiplicity of device groups. This is detected by the device artifacts which move the remain devices to the "degraded device group" and alerts the agents. The concerned device agent terminates all subscriptions to this group by stopping the corresponding organizations. When this is done, it deletes the device group from the infrastructure registry via the artifact and disposes it. Finally, the agent terminates itself, realizing a scale-down in the governance MAS.
In our simulation, CONSISTENCY value is set to 30 devices; a device is considered critical when its battery consumption is below 98% of the average consumption and when 50% of the battery is been consumed; the degraded QoS for critical is set to one notification per hour; 1,000 devices are deployed. As the ADAPTIVE SLA profile provided the best trade-off between information accuracy and devices' lifetime, we use this profile to compare performances. The new scenario is deployed using the ADAPTIVE profile and no additional governance. We deploy the device driven governance in order to improve devices' lifetime, using the same initial SLA profile.
From Fig. 6(b) , we can observe two main events occurring during the simulation progress: (i) a degraded group is generated on day 825 (S), then, critical devices are progressively migrated to this group (S', S"), until (ii) day 8190 (M), when all devices remaining in the initial group have reached the 50% battery threshold and the two groups are merged into the second one. Fig. 6(a) presents the average accuracy of collected data in a business area. The first graph -red line with dots-represents the simulation which does not use the device driven governance, while the three others result from the device lifetime governance, respectively, before critical devices are migrated to a new group -green line-with a lower message frequency QoS, while some devices are migrated to the new group and other still remain in the initial one -blue lineand after all devices were migrated to the degraded group -pink line. Considering the business area where the devices are located, the low demand period can be delimited before 7 AM and after 9 AM. During this period all cases have a similar accuracy, oscillating around 80%. It is sensibly better after critical devices are migrated to the new device group, because such devices send notifications every 60 minutes, while with the initial profile they send notifications every 120 minutes. During the high demand period -i.e. between 7 AM and 9 AM-differences are more significant. Until a degraded group is created (or when no degraded group is created, in case 1), accuracy quickly reaches 100%, thanks to the ON EVENT notifications. But regarding critical devices, accuracy drops down to 50%. Nevertheless, it still provides an 85% average accuracy during a period of nearly 3 years, while 70% devices still have more than 50% of their battery. Fig. 6 (b) describes the average battery consumption during the simulation. The first curve (red line) shows battery consumption for the ADAPTIVE SLA profile without device governance, while the two others are generated when the device governance is activated. The second curve (green line) represents the initial device group's average battery consumption and the last one (blue line) represents the generated group with degraded SLA. These results show a significant battery consumption improvement brought by the governance action. In fact, starting from day 900 (I) critical devices' average battery state keeps above the two others. As a result, the average battery state in the initial group gets higher than in the case of the ADAPTIVE profile without device governance.
Such experiments allow us to validate our proposal as a promising approach for governing M2M infrastructure, although our model was simplified for the simulations' purpose.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a multi-agent system to govern and adapt M2M infrastructures. Our M2M governance model captures both vertical and horizontal concerns. We implement a dynamic, decentralized and adaptive governance framework using an multi-agent programming approach. Our system, AGaMeMnon, automates the governance processes for large-scale M2M infrastructures by delegating decision to autonomous agents. The MAOP approach we followed separates governance concerns along MAS dimensions: OrganizationStrategy, Agent-Tactic, Environment-Policy. This approach enables to install both bottom-up and top-down adaptation processes. Moreover, our system couples an agent-centered vision and an organization-centered vision of the adaptation. In fact, using an environment-based self-organization (e.g. by changing environment parameters) and an norm-based reorganization (e.g. by changing SLA parameters), AGaMeMnon is able to adapt to growing application subscriptions and unpredictable environmental perturbations, via self-reorganization. AGaMeMnon has been developed by integrating a multi-agent system implementation (JaCaMo) within a component-based platform (SensCity), which is used as an experimental platform at Grenoble city scale. We have evaluated AGaMeMnon through the simulation of a smart parking environment, and then shown its capability to adapt the systems by keeping a good QoS while saving device batteries.
We now first plan to evaluate AGaMeMnon on a realworld city-scale smart parking application. Since it is based on concepts independent from M2M specificities, investigating the generalization of our approach to other open, constrained and distributed systems remains an interesting perspective. Finally, from a more theoretical viewpoint, we wish to provide a more integrative and formalized framework to define the notion of self-reorganization, and thus providing a novel methodology for designing self-adaptive systems.
